Applying different Feature Selection and Classification Parameters for Categorization
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ABSTRACT
In today’s data-intensive world, millions of data is generated, processed and transferred. The main factors for the generation of data is an increase in the usage of social media and so is the increase in data mining methodologies. Text Classification is one of the most important aspects of data mining which includes fetching of data, pre-processing it and then applying classifiers to divide the data into the categories so as it would be easy to process and subject to further experimentation. In this paper, data is subjected through certain feature selection techniques enhancing its parameters and then applied multiple Machine Learning classifiers on it so as to study various parameters of the data which include accuracy, precision and various averages. The impact of increasing or decreasing the categories for classification of text on accuracy through various classifiers is studied which include Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine and K-Nearest Neighbour and also the combination of individual classifiers in an ensemble classifier. In this research the internal parameters of Feature Selection Techniques and classifiers are also changed which lead to a slightest increase in overall accuracy of the classifier. Reducing different categories also increases accuracy to a greater extent because it also reduces the presence of multiple similar categories which lead to decrease in overall accuracy. Certain changes in the feature selection parameters are also included which is trying algorithms on uni-gram, bi-gram and tri-gram models and out of which bi-gram shows the best overall accuracy result with Support Vector Machine classifier.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Text classification is the technique which classifies any given text be it word based, sentence based or document based into the category from the given set of categories. Multiple techniques have been utilized to perform this operation. Three major techniques are used to perform classification which include lexicon based methods, linguistic methods[1] and machine learning approaches. Machine Learning has been widely used among all as it performs the given operations with greater ease and there are numerous algorithms which work on the given set of training and testing data. Some of the most prominent methods to classify text include Naive Bayes [2], Support Vector Machines [3], k-nearest neighbour classifier [4] and also deep learning methods such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)[5] and Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN)[6] and not only this many ensemble [7] based techniques as well. Text classification is widely used for sentiment analysis[7].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Various text classification methodologies have been implemented in the past using Semantic, Linguistic and Machine Learning algorithms. Not only this, a lot of research has been done to test different permutations and combinations of classifiers on different data-sets and how accuracy varies from the type of data.[7] tested an ensemble classifier of knowledge based tool with SVM and Max-Entropy and found the variations with data in which it was concluded that when data comes in proper grammatical order such as magazine articles then ensemble classifier performs better but SVM shows higher accuracy for the data of rough grammatical order such as customer reviews about certain products.[8] modified Naive Bayes using Tensor space model to classify data by using Wikipedia based articles. Multiple text analytical researches have been conducted so far at all levels from word or phrase[12,13] to sentence[14,15] and document level[16,17,19] and not only this there also exist some studies based on user level[18,20]. Wikipedia has been a subject of research from the past decade regarding derivation of correct meanings of words and has contributed significantly to improve text mining algorithm.[21,22,23,24]. Significant terms were identified in [22] and their words were represented
in terms of their Wikipedia based meanings in order to represent documents semantically. Further, Bobacar and Niu [21] made an attempt in order to improve the text clustering performance by enriching document representation by concept level Wikipedia pages. Wang et al [24] proposed expansion vector space model with semantic relations such as synonymy and hyponym and associative relations derived from Wikipedia. Nim Jong [8] combined vector tensor space model with multiple classifiers such as NB and SVM as well as on deep neural networks such as DNN and RNN.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Data

11314 news articles from 20news.com were picked and data was divided into 20 different categories which vary from medical science to space exploration and from religion to automobile and sports and have made two subsets each for training and testing.

3.2 Procedure

3.2.1 Pre-processing and Feature Selection

Pre-Processing refers to the cleaning of data before subjecting to to actual classification. It includes several methods which start from tokenization then stemming and lemmatization, stopwords removal and Part of speech tagging and then rejoining while feature selection if the process of converting words into feature vectors. All of these steps are called transformations while last step which is applied to some functions to achieve the required patterns is called filtering [9].

3.2.2 TF-IDF(Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency)

\[ \text{TF-IDF} = \text{TF} \times \log (\frac{\text{N}}{\text{DF}}) \]

Term frequency means how frequently a given term comes in a given document while N refers to the total number of documents present in our corpus and DF refers to the number of documents containing that particular feature [10], so this is used to reduce the weight-age of stop-words such as the a an and which do not offer any advantage towards classification.

3.2.3 Classification

After the term frequency evaluation of data, it is to be subjected to algorithms, we used NB, SVM, KNN and ensemble classifier on it and result of each classifier was different. The data was also subjected to multiple parameter changes which are explained in later section. The categories were changed into which data is to be classified so as to study the impact of increasing or decreasing the categories as there are twenty categories in total but if the categories are changed, it has impact on the over all accuracy of the document results of which are also explained in later section.

3.3 Classifiers

3.3.1 Naive Bayes

This is a probabilistic classifier which makes the use of Bayes’ Theorem in which 2 entities A and B are supposed to be independent of each other. Mathematical formulation of Naive Bayes is

\[ P(A/B) = P(B/A) \times P(A)/P(B) \]

Where P(A/B) is referred as posterior probability, P(B/A) is called Likely hood while P(A) and P(B) are called class and predictor prior probability. It is easy and fast and also predicts Multi - class functions. When independence assumption holds, it performs better compared to other classifiers such as Linear regression etc.

3.3.2 Support Vector Machine

It is a supervised machine learning algorithm which is used for the purpose of data analysis and regression. SVM constructs a hyper plane which can be used for classification and regression purposes and it is based on non probabilistic theory. A good separation is achieved by the hyper plane that has the largest distance to the nearest data training point of any class. They are highly useful for text categorization, image classification and handwritten character recognition as they show higher accuracy when too many categories are present. One of the most important parameter of SVM is C value which by default is equal to 1. When C value is changed from 1 to 2**5 and combined with bi-gram it leads to little bit increase in over all accuracy because it increases the range and also when C is set between 2**4 to it decreases the accuracy of SVM. More is the distance between the elements of any individual class, more is the accuracy.

3.3.3 K-Nearest Neighbour

In pattern recognition KNN is a non parametric method used for classification and regression. In both the cases the input consists of k closet training examples in feature space while the output in case of classification is class membership and in case of regression, it is property value of an object which is the average of the value of k nearest neighbors.

3.3.4 Ensemble Classifier

In the ensemble classifier, more than one classifiers are used to execute the task. This approach allows the production of better predictive performance compared to a single model. Basic idea is to learn a set of classifiers (experts) and to allow them to vote but it is not always true that all the ensembles will perform better than individual classifiers as it depends on data to data as per [7], when data is taken from magazine and review, ensemble performs better on magazine data as it is grammatically correct while NB performs better on customer reviews. Voting patterns vary while making an ensemble of classifiers. In case of hard voting model is selected for from an ensemble on the basis of majority voting while in case of soft voting all classifiers can contribute to the probabilities of outcomes and result is the average of all the individual classifiers.

3.4 Classification Parameters

Classification parameters include accuracy, precision, micro, macro and weighted averages.

3.4.1 Accuracy

It is simply the measure of how much accurate the given data set has been classified. Accuracy varies from classifier to classifier, data set to data set and also from system to system.

\[ \text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{Number of correct result}}{\text{Number of returned result}} \]

3.4.2 Precision

Precision is a mathematical term used to determine how many results out of the given results are correct.

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Number of correct result}}{\text{Number of returned result}} \]

3.4.3 Micro Average

It is the mathematical value of the ratio of correct result to the returned result.
Micro Average = Total number of Correct result / Total number of Returned result.

3.4.4 Macro Average
It is the mathematical value of ratio of sum of precision value of all the individual categories to the total number of support value of each category.

Macro Average = Sum of precision values / Total number of Labels.

3.4.5 Weighted Average
Weighted Average is the ratio of sum of precision value of all the categories multiplied by its support value to the sum of support value of all the categories.

Weighted Average = (Sum of precision values of each label * support of each ) / Total number of support value.

The main point of distinction between the parameters is that accuracy, micro-average, macro-average and weighted average values are overall average values while precision belong to an individual category and rest all are calculated on the basis of that.

Table-1 Overall Average Accuracy Parameters of all Classifiers when all 20 Categories are included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Micro Avg</th>
<th>Macro Avg</th>
<th>Weighted Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>0.8074</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.8562</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.6473</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble</td>
<td>0.7037</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The experiment was implemented in Jupyter IDE using Python Scikit Learn Library as it contains all the built in functionalities. From data-sets, 20news.com data-set was imported. Required imported packages include nltk, stopwords, count vectorizer , tf-idf, chi square methodologies,Select k-best and machine learning algorithms.

5. RESULTS
In this section, the data was evaluated through all classifiers one by one which include Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine in which uni-gram, bi-gram and tri-gram were evaluated and with and without chi square method, k-nearest neighbour algorithm and also through an ensemble classifier using soft-voting methodology.

The overall accuracy of each algorithms applied with and without chi-square method were calculated and also of uni-gram, bi-gram and tri-gram for Support Vector Machine. Then the categories for classification were reduced into dissimilar categories and observed the accuracy calculations for each algorithms as by default there are twenty categories with many similarities such as sports and hockey are similar so similarity factor in categories decreases the over all accuracy. The similarity in the categories is clearly indicated through confusion matrix, more is the value of confusion matrix, more is the similarity in the content. Table-1 depicts the accuracy of all algorithms when all the 20 categories are included. Table-2 shows accuracy results of SVM when there is a variation is parameters and it shows how results vary with parameters while Table-2 shows results when fewer classification categories(6) are used. Categories after getting reduced include alt.atheism, sci.crypt, com.os.windows.misc, sci.space, talk.politics.middleeast, rec.autos. Table-4 shows the precision value of individual category with all the included classifiers which include NB,SVM,KNN and Soft voting based ensemble. Figure-1 and Figure-2 show the accuracy graphs of individual classifiers with 20 and 6 categories respectively while Figure-3 depicts the change in the overall accuracy due to reduction in categories.

Table-2 Overall Average Accuracy of all Classifiers when 6 Categories are taken into account.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Micro Avg</th>
<th>Macro Avg</th>
<th>Weighted Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>0.9241</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.9259</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.8443</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble</td>
<td>0.8662</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There has been a slight increase in accuracy of SVM when bi-gram values were used because uni-gram creates too much bag of words and change in C parameter of SVM also leads to little bit increase when it is combined with bi-gram as it now increases the range from 2 to 5.

Table - 4 Precision value of each category with all classifiers when 20 categories are included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>Ensemble</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alt.atheism</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp.graphics</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp.os.ms.windows.misc</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp.windows.x</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc.forsale</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.autos</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.motorcycles</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.sport.baseball</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.sport.hockey</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-5 depicts the precision value of individual class when 6 categories are taken into account with all the classifiers used which include NB,SVM,KNN and Ensemble. There one point can be observed that there is not much difference between the average accuracy of both the classifiers because there is less similar categories. For example - rec.sport.baseball and rec.sport.hockey both belong to sports category so if there is word related to sport or game, there may be in accuracy in classifying that word or assigning any particular category to that word. In the second part of this research, different categories were taken like one from religion column, one from computer, one from automobile, one each from space, cryptography and medical science and there has been a significant increase in overall accuracy as well precision value for the individual class. In case of NB and SVM accuracy jumped from 0.80 and 0.86 to 0.92 as well as 0.78 and 0.95 but there has been a huge jump in accuracy from 0.79 to 0.78 and in case of soft-voting ensemble, accuracy increased from 0.70 to 0.86 as it takes into account all the algorithms so due to increase in the individual accuracy of NB,SVM and KNN, there has been a significant increase in accuracy of ensemble classifier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>Ensemble</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alt.atheism</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp.os.ms.windows.misc</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.autos</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sci.crypt</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sci.med</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sci.space</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper tests data on multiple algorithms and soft voting based ensemble as well and has come to conclusion that on articles based data Support Vector Machine performs the best as it has connected very well with multiple vast categories for
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classification of data. When categories were reduced, accuracy also improved which shows that more different is the data, more is the accuracy such as rec.automobiles and rec.motorcycle is some what similar category or alt.atheism and soc.religion.christian are also similar categories with religion as main tool of connection. When the table is analyzed, precision value can be seen of different categories which are calculated based on certain formula. Comp.osc.mac and hardware are also similar as mac is one class of computers , so more diverse and different are the classification categories more accurate will be the result. Also bi-gram models improve accuracy than uni-gram as uni-gram creates too much Bag of words which reduce the effectiveness of classifier.

In the future, more categories can be created and more classifiers such as decision tree and random forests and multiple ensembles can be applied on them in order to further clarify the concepts. Articles written in English language is used in this paper but python’s NLTK(Natural Language Toolkit) also contains data corpus of other languages such as German, French, Italian etc.
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